
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINTS on Studying for the SC Bible Bowl 
 

There are several ways to prepare for the Bible Bowl. Listed below are a few ways congregations 

have shared how they study each year.  

 

➢ Always make sure everyone is using a New King James Version of the Bible to study with. 

➢ For Exodus, there are practice questions available to purchase online at the Lads to Leaders 

website (lads2leaders.com) since they are also using the book of Exodus. Note though, that 

these questions are not in the same format asked at the SC Bible Bowl but would be great to 

begin studying. 

➢ Congregations may combine to form teams and share the cost.  

➢ Print each chapter separate using www.BibleGateway.com.  

➢ Divide the chapters among each player so one person is not trying to memorize everything. 

For example: Player 1 gets chapters 1-5, Player 2 gets Ch. 6-10, Player 3 gets Ch. 11-15, 

Player 4 gets Ch. 16-20. If there are not 4 players on a team, divide the chapters evenly. If an 

alternate will be used, choose which chapters for them to study and then they can alternate 

with that person (see rules).  

➢ For young children, have them mark or circle words they do not know how to pronounce or 

understand the meaning of.  

➢ Use the book in a Sunday morning or Wednesday night Bible class. Teach straight from the 

Bible or look for study guides. It always helps pre-teens when they understand the story line of 

the book.  

➢ Have the pre-teens/teens write questions each week as they study a chapter. 

➢ Have adults in the congregation write practice questions, using the guidelines in the rules. 

Either pass out all of the sample questions or create a quiz for practice using 

www.flashcardmachine.com. When the pre-teens/teens use flash card machine they can go 

online at home and practice their chapters. 

➢ Make sure hard questions have not been overlooked, such as any list of people, places, or 

events. Ex: What are the 10 commandments? Or Name the 10 plagues that took place in 

Egypt.  Look close for descriptions of events, clothing, or objects. Ex: What was the description 

of the cart used to carry the ark of the covenant? Where did God say the frogs would go up to 

when He was to smite the territory? 

➢ Pick practice days for everyone to come together and practice answering questions. 

➢ Practice in the same style as the real Bible Bowl (see rules). If you do not have a buzzer 

system, practice with the first person to raise their hand.  

➢ Make sure all players understand the rules, especially challenges. 

➢ Remember, this is all to have fun while learning more about God’s Word! 

http://www.lads2leaders.com/
http://www.biblegateway.com/
http://www.flashcardmachine.com/

